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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
There is a general concern about the reading and
thinking abilities of today's youth.

Of special

concern are stLidents' abi I itles to make inferenc€s
about what they read.

Recent data show that students'

basic reading ski I Is have genera I I y imp roved or have
remained stable during the 1970s, but the inferential
comprehension of 13- and 17-year-olds has dropped.
This, study focuses on non Ii tera I comprehension.
Specifically, this study describes how researchers have
defined non I itera I comprehension and ways the
nonliteral comprehension of children might be improved •

.s..:t.ai..em~ni_~i_ih~_Er~hl~m
The purpose of this study is to find (a) How have
researchers defined non I iteral comprehension? and (b)
According to the research I iterature, how do various
treatments affect students' non I ltera I comprehension?

lm~~ri~n~L~i_ih~_Er~hl~m
Many researchers use differing terms for
non Ii tera I comprehens l on, and they define these ten1s
in several ways.

These differences become a problerr.

when trying to synthesize the available information.
The improvement of ncn I l tera I comprehens l on is
Important because there seem to be a number of students
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in the United States v,ho have trouble with non I iteral
comprehension.

According to National Assessment of

Educational Progress (NAEP) data, between 1971 and 1980
17-year-olcs declined 2.1% in inferential
comprehension, 13-year-olds showed no significant
change, and 9-year-olds gained 3.5% (Micklos,

1982).

NAEP findings are valuable because they provide a basis
for evaluating nationwide achievement trends.

"Modern

society requires more than basic reading skills.

The

NAEP data suggest that as the effort to provide basic
ski 11 s for a 11 youngsters continues, schools rr.ust now
concentr2te also on helping students develop the higher
level thinking skills needed to cope with today's
complex reading tasks" (Micklos,
Another reason

1982, p. 762).

improving non I itera I comprehension

is important is because inferences play a major role in
reading comprehension.

The cbi I ity to drai,,; inferences

is a prequisite to reading development.

The reader

must construct inferences in crder to make sense of the
story.
Liml..1.a.11..o.n~

A I imitation of this review is that only the
research I tterature pub Ii shed between January 1983 and
February 1987 was reviewed.

Also the research covered
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In this paper ls a sample of the available studies
reported at the time the review of I Iterature

Has

done.

ll.eilnlil.Qns_.Qi_I.erms
Relevant terms in this review are defined

as

f o I I ow s:

Re.a .cLLn.g :

" Re a d i n g I s t h e

r e c o g n i t i on o f

p r i nt e d

or written symbols which serve as stimuli tc the recal I
of meanings bui It up through the reader's past
experience.

New meanings are derived through

manipulation of concepts already In his possession.
The organization of these meanings is governed by
purposes clearly defined by the reader.

In short, the

reading process involves both the acquisition of
rr.eanings intended by the writer and the reader's own
c o nt r i b u t i o n s i n t h e f o r 111 o f i n t e r p r et a t t o n ,
evaluation, and reflection of these meanings"
(Bond, Tinker, & Wasson, 1979, p.52).

Ui.er.al_R,e..c.Q.gnlil.QL.QLE.e..c..all :

"L it e r a

I

comprehension requires the recognition or recal I of
ideas,

information, end happenings that are exp I icitly

s t a t e d i n t he

ni

a t E? r· i a I s r e a d " ( S mi t h & Ba r r et t ,

I 97 4 ,

p. 53) .

...Lni.er.en..c.e :

" I n f e r e n t i a I c o rn p r e h e n s i o n I s

demonstrated by the student when he uses a synthesls of
the Ii tera I content of a se I ect ion, his persona I
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knowledge, his intuition and his imagination as a basis
fer conjectures or hypotheses" (Smith & Barrett,

1974,

p. 54) •

.EY.al..u..a.11..Q.ll:

"Evaluation is demonstrated by the

student when he makes judgments about the content of a
reading selection by comparing it with external
criteria" (Smith & Barrett, 1974, p. 55).

Ap_p_.r:.&..e.J..a.11..0.11 :

" Ap p r e c i a t i o n h a s t o d o w i t h

students' awareness of the I iterary techniques, forms,
styles, and structures employed by authors to stimulate
emotional responses in their readers" (Smith & Barrett,
1974, p. 56).

N..Qn~lt~r~.L~.o.m.p_r.e..h.~.n.s.l.Q.11:

Noni iteral

comprehension occurs above the I fteral

level

in

Barrett's Taxonomy (Smith & Barrett, 1974); this term
is syDonymQus with higher-level comprehension.
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CHAPTER I I
REVIEW CF RELATED LITERATURE
The purpose of this chapter

Is to review research

pertain r ng to non Ii tera I comprehension.

The fr rst part

of this chapter discusses how researchers have defined
non I iteral

comprehension.

the status of non I fteral
The

The second part discusses
comprehensfon

instruction.

last section discusses the effect various

treatments have on
This

last section

students'
is divided

non Ir tera I comprehension.
fnto sections according to

the type of teaching treatment.

~il.nlil~n.s_~Lli~n~li~r~L~~m~r~h~~~n
The

labels that most researchers used to define

non I itera I comprehens Jon were either
textually

imp I Icit,

or scriptal ly

researchers using the ter~

inference,

fmpl felt.

inference,

Of those

most stated that

making connections between parts of a passage and using
background knowledge were equally necessary.
"Drawing
beyond what

inferences requires the reader to go

is exp I icltly stated

in text.

must use his knowledge of the world
clues

in combination with

found on the printed pa£e to reach conclusions

that are
meanings"
{1985)

The reader

important to understanding underlying
{McCormick & Hill,

stated,

"Inferred

1984,

p.

information

219).

Allen

Is based on the
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text, but not 5tated explicitly, thus requiring the
reader to interpret the text through existing
knowledge.

Most questions requiring inferences are

more difficult for children than those requiring
exp I i c it text rec a I I " ( p. 6 0 4) •
Some reseachers started with the term inference
but then categorized them into types of inferences.
Thompson and Myers' ( 1985) categor i e:s inc I uded I og i ca I
inferences, constrained i nformat i ona I inferences, and
unconstrained elaborative inferences.

Logical

inferences required the reader to make connections
between events in a story.

Constrained informational

inferences were connected to the Information in the
story but involved the reader's world knowledge about
objects and events specified in the text.
Unconstrained elaborative inferences were connected
with but not determined by the text.
Other researchers referred to Pearson and
Johnson's (1978) categories of comprehension that
include text exp I left, text fmpl icit, and scri~t
imp I fcit.

A question was text exp I icit if the answer

was stated directly in the text.

A question was text

Imp I felt rt the answer was in the text but required the
integration of text information.

A question was script

imp I rcrt ff the answer came from the reader's
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background knowledge.

Raphael

(1984) modified this

approach so it could be presented to children.

She

ca I I ed the three categor res right there, think and
search, and on my own.

Right there meant that the

words used to create the questions and words used for
the answer were in the same sentence.

Think and search

meant that the words to create the question and those
used for an answer were not in the same sentence.
my own meant that the answer was not found

On

in the text.

Other researchers described other ways of
categorizing comprhenslon.

Conley (1986) divided

comprehension l nto Ii tera I,

interpretive, and app Ii ed.

Li tera I statements were exp I i cit I y stated in the text.
Interpret Ive staterr.ents were supported by Imp I le it
relatlonships among exp I iclt text statements.

Applied

statements resulted from the Integration of information
gained from the I lteral and fnterpretive levels with
their own background knowledge.

Langer (1985) felt

that comprehension should be labeled as local or
global.
for

"Local questions were defined as those cal I ing

lnfomatlon that appeared in the envisionment at a

point in time but that was not a integral part of the
final envlsionment.

Global questions were defined as

those tapping the final

Integrated envislonment cf the

text as a whole" (p. 591).

Finally, Halpain, Glover,
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and Harvey (1985) defined higher crder comprehension as
anything above the knowledge level on the Bloom

(1956)

taxonomy.
In summary, al I authorities believed that
connecting parts of a passage and using background
know I edge were needed to comprehend beyond the I itera I
level.

Most researchers either used the term inference

or the terms textually imp I icit and scriptcl ly
imp I lcit •

.s.±~iu~-~i-H~nlii~r~.Lt~m~r~h~n.s.J.~n-ln~i.c..u.~ii~n
Inferencing rs closely I inked to background
experience.

Children seldom state inferences without

the aid of probe questions (Carr,

1983).

For children

to predict, the material must be potentially meaningful
to them, and they must feel confident that they are at
I iberty to predict (Smith,

1983).

Inferencing is an important aspect of
comprehension, but very I ittle school time is devoted
to this ski I I.
Instruction

Durkin (1981) found that comprehension

rl~~~

rn+

occur.

Children

arA

~0+

told why

they are studying topics or how they relate to reading.
Even though teachers rarely teach children to
comprehend, they spend considerable tfme assessing it
at the literal

level.

"Evaluation of children's

comprehension ab i Ii ti es has tended to dea I in a
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fragmented way with lower-level comprehension ski I ls
and with limited units of language.

Children's

responses to tasks on the hi£her levels of
comprehension, to lerger units of language, and to
different types of I iterature need to be included in
evaluation" (Harms,
Ruddell

(1978)

1982, p. xii).
found that most classroom Inquiries

concern facts. Higher levels of questioning could be
possible.

The question is a basic and commonly

accepted way to stimulate thinking as wel I as to
improve the cognitive process and comprehension
ability.

Questions give the teacher a guided

exploraticn approach to stimulating children to search
for specific information clues, establ Ish cause and
effect relationships, and make Inferences.
It seems that teachers have I ittle opportunity to
develop either competence or confidence in
understanding questioning strategies or to seriously
consider the Importance of comprehension levels and
ski I Is competencies.

Guzak ( 1967) reported tr:at 70% of

the questions teachers used were trivial fact
questions.
The effort a teacher expends in building the
comprehens r on program w r I I be shown in students'
abilitles to effectively derive,

Interpret, and apply
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meaning from oral and written communication experiences
encountered throughout Ii fe.

At this I eve I readers or

I isteners must modify and ~anipulate the content by
analyzing, reconstructing, and inferring relationships.

IL.e~im~n±~-±~_lm~r~~~-H~nlli~r~l-~~m~r~h~n~l~n
Researchers studied various strategies to improve
non Ii tera I comprehension.
three catetories:

These were divided Into

inferencing, self-questioning, and

organizing.

lni~r~n.cln~
Several researchers studied teaching inferencing
to students.

When inferencing, readers find the main

idea, relote it to their own experiences, and then make
predictions.

The purpose of a study by Hansen and

Pearson (1983) was to evaluate the effect of Hansen's
(1981) approaches to teaching inference skills by
combining a strategy-training procedure with a
practice-only procedure.

They also wanted to see if it

could be used in regular classrooms, with older
students, and what differences might be obtained from
good and poor readers.
The children used in this study were 40 fourth
graders that were randomly selected from a group of
125.

They attended e I ementary schoo I in a sma I I town

that included various socioeconomic levels.

Twenty
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were good readers and 20 were poor readers.

Students

from each ab i Ii ty group were assigned random I y to
either experimental or control treatments.
Instruction was given over a 10-week period.
After 5 weeks, the teachers switched conditions.

For

the experimental group, six questions were discussed
before the selections.

Two questions were asked for

each of the three main ideas in the story.

These two

questions had students relate personal experiences to
the story and asked them to predict what might happen
under similar circumstances in the selection.
Results on comprehension worksheets showed that
the experimental method improved the inferential
comprehension of the poor readers.

In addition, the

results from students' reading transfer stories
indicated that the poor readers who received the
inferential

instruction benefited from it.

Both their

answers to inferential and I iteral questions were
superior to those of the students in the control group.
There were no treatment effects for the good readers.
When the students read a common story, the experimental
group did wel I on inferential questions.

The poor

reader experimental group could answer inferential
questions as wel I as those In the good reader control
sroup.
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Students may have trouble with inferencing because
they make a distinction between their I ife and what
happens in reading class.

The Hansen and Pearson

approach might have "legitimized a behavior that
students use in other environments but do not use when
trying to understand textua I information" (Hansen &
Pearson,

1983, p. 827).

Poor students usually receive

I ittle instruction in fnferential comprehension.

When

it was provided in this study, poor readers learned the
strategy and used it to their advantage.

Thus, the

poor reader experimental group benefited from the
treatment.
McCormick and Hill

(1984)

also did a project to

part i a I I y rep I i cate the Hansen ( 1981) study.

The study

was done to find the effects of two procedures for
increasing students' ab i Ii ty to draw inferences when
reading.

McCormick and Hf I I extended Hansen's study to

intermediate grade level children who were disabled
readers.
The subjects in this study were 80 black and white
flfth-~rade students from a low socioeconomic area of a
large metropolitan city.
were glrls.

Forty-three were boys and 37

Each child was in a Chapter 1 remedlal

reading program.

The students used in the study were

selected because of the slmi larities ln their
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instructional reading ievels.

Each group was asslgned

randomly to one of the three experimental groups.
Experirr:enter-designed tests and Metropolitan
Achievement Tests were used as pretests and posttests.
Six reading teachers were trained and assigned randomly
to strategy., question., or control groups.

Al I groups

used the same reading materials.
For the strategy group, six questions were used to
structure discussion before reading.

For each of the

three main ideas, two questions were used.

One helped

students relate their own backgrounds to tr.e story and
the other required them to make predictions about the
story.

For the question group, six questions were used

after the story was read.

Al I were Inferential

questions.
At the end of the treatment, the Inference
question scores on end-of-story tests were
significantly higher on the strategy and question
groups than the control group.
was not true.

On the posttest this

The treatment groups'

inference question

scores were not significantly higher than the control
~roup.

The experimenter felt this might have happened

because the posttest was given during the last week of
the school year.

The number of BctivitJes scheduled

during that week might have affected the concentration
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or effort gfven during testing.

In addition, the

students might not have been able to apply learned
inferencing ski I Is to the posttest material because the
materfal differed from the weekly stories fn length or
they were not cb I e to rehearse the ski 11 s direct I y
before answering the questions.

Un Ii ke the resu I ts

from the Hansen and Pearson study, there were no
significant differences in posttest scores of I iteral
comprehension.
Even though the posttests did not show it, the
students and teachers bel feved the instruction was
effective.

McCormick and Hill concluded that the

strategy treatment which gave opportunities to use
previous experiences in predictfng story outcomes, and
the question treatment, which provided practice
answering inference questions, were beneficial

in

teaching inferential comprehension to disabled readers.
Holmes (1985) used the term inferences, but
defined it using the term scrfptal ly imp I fcit from
Pearson and Johnson's (1978) categories.

She did a

study to determine whether teaching disabled readers a
directive inferencing strategy using sequenced
materials would fmprove their inferential comprehensfon
and enhance their attitude toward reading.
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The subjects used rn this study were fourth- and
fffth-grade students attending a fow socioeconomic
urban schoo I.

AI I students had been p I aced in a

remedial reading class.

Twelve students from each

grade were randomly placed into groups of 3 and then
assigned to one of the four conditfons:

Strategy Plus

Materials, Strategy Only, Materfels Only, and Control.
The Nelson Reading Test was used for pre- and
postassessment.
fn the study.

There were two sets of materials used
Matericls designated as "simplified

instructional materfal" were used with the Strategy
Plus Materiels and the Materials Only groups.

These

mater i a Is were sequent i a I I y arranged from easy to hard.
The materials for the Strategy Only and Control ~roups
had I onger passages f o I I owed by inf erent I a I questions.
The experimenter met with the students in four
groups of 3.

Each group had eight sessions of

instruction that were 20 minutes long.

The

Instruct i ona I strategy cons I sted of teacher mode Ii ng
and student model Ing of a directive inferencing
strateg~.

1he students \earned how to cont\rrn the\r

responses by reading the passage and questions,
hypothesizing tentative answers,

identifyfng key words,

and formulating and answering yes/no questions based on
the final selection of the answer.
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The analysis of covariance on rnference questions
designed by the experimenter showed that the Strategy
Plus Materials group performed significantly better
than the other three groups.
significant gains.

Al I four groups showed

The analysis of covariance on the

scores of the Nelson Reading Test also showed a
significant treatment 6ffect.

The Strategy Plus

~aterials group and the Materials only group scored
significantly higher than the Control group.
The results suggest that using the experimental
strategy and sequenced structured materials helped
intermedicte-grade disabled readers answer inferential
questions.

A direct systematic strategy may help poor

readers with the difficul ities they have with logical
problem solving.

Holmes concluded the "poor readers in

the intermediate grades can improve inferential
comprehension through a direct systematic strategy and
sequential materials" (Holmes, 1985, p. 546).
In brief, students can be taught to make
inferences when they are £iven opportunities to use
previcus experiences in predicting and are provided
practice in answering inferential questions.
ski I I can be transferred to new situations.

This
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Self-Qu~~±.1.Q.nJ.n~
Some researchers studied teaching students to
self-question to improve their non I iteral
comprehension.

Davey and McBride (1986) did a study to

evaluate the effect~ of generating questions on
comprehension.

Both I iteral and inferential

comprehension processes were assessed.

Literal

questions assessed exp I l cit I y stated information that
could be located directly within the text.

Inferential

questions tapped Ideas imp I ied by passage information,
which required integration of information from one
sentence with information from another sentence or the
generat l on of a centra I idea.
The subjects were 52 randomly selected sixth-grade
students with reading comprehension scores between the
3.0 and 7.0 grade level en the California Achievement
Test.

They were randomly assigned to either the

question-generation group or the read-reread group.
The subjects in the question-generation group read a
passage and then were told to think of two "think-type"
questions before questions were asked.

The subjects in

the read-reread group were told to "read-reread, and
study" each passage before answering questions.
The results of this study suggested that students
who are directed to generate higher-level questions
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after reading a passage demonstrate greater
comprehension than do students who do not.
of the I eve I cf reading ski I I,

Regardless

Inf erent i a I

comprehension was enhanced by self-questioning after
reading.
Raphael

(1984)

used Pearson and Johnson's (1978)

clessificatfons of text exp I lcit, text imp I icit, and
script imp I I cit then mod If i ed the terms to r I ght there,
think and search, and on my own for children.

The

subjects were students In fourth through eighth grade
with a variety of cb i I it I es.

They were tra I ned in the

concept of Question Answer Relationships.

The training

began with the trainer and the booklet providing the
text, question, answer, Question Answer Relationship
label, and the reason why the label was appropriate.
Gradually, step-by-step, the teacher did less modeling
and the student did more of their own thinking.
Raphael found that teaching students about
information sources both sensitizes them to task
demands of questions and Improves the qua I ity of their
answers.

Training showed the most impact on students

of average and I ow ab i I i ty.
In a later report, Raphael
the training.
and in my head.

(1985) further modified

Questions were divided Into in the book
The in the book category was then
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divided into right there and think and search.

The in

my head category was then divided into author and you
and on your own.

It should be noted that Raphael did

not present any data to support the modification of the
categories.
Poindexter and Prescott (1986) also used Pearson
and Johnson's (1978) catetories.

Similar to Raphael,

they designed a student strategy to see if the answer
is given directly, given indirectly, or if the answer
must corae from their own thoughts.

The steps were

designed to cue the mental processes which in turn
produce an inference.
The subjects in this study were 400 students in
grades 4, 5, and 6 from five schools in a large urban
school district.

The teacher modeled the strategy then

directed practice in using the strategy.

The mean

pre-posttest difference scores for the treatment and
control groups reflected positive differences in al I
three types of questions.

They concluded tr.at students

of al I ages could increase comprehension with this
technique.
In summary, teaching students to ask themselves
about information sources was effective.

Students

became sensitized to different demands of ½uestions and
the qua I ity of their comprehension improved.
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.Qr~.a.nJ.zJ..n~

Some researchers studied the effect of teaching
students organization strategies on students'
non Ii tera I comprehens i en.

The purpose of a study done

by Carr, Dewitz, and Patberg (1983) was to find out
whether a specific strategy alone can develop
inferential comprehension or if that strategy must be
combined with the bui I ding of background knowledge.
They defined inferential as textually imp I icit.
The subjects were 75 sixth-grade students who
attended a suburban elementary school.

They were in

self-contained classes that were randomly assigned to
one of three treatment groups.
group.

One group was a control

One treatment group was instructed only in the

cloze technique.

The other treatment group received a

combination of a structured overview and the cloze
technique.

Both treatments groups used a

self-monitoring check Ii st.
The materials used for the groups came from the
students' regular social studies text.

All groups were

given a pretest, three posttests, a transfer test and
delayed transfer test.

Al I the tests were made up of

ten I fteral comprehension questions and ten textually
imp I icit questfons.
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The structured overview-c!oze treatment had three
parts:

(a) the students were presented a structured

overview which gave them a leveled view of the material
in each unit.

This was done "to activate background

know I edge and order textua I in forr:iat ion to f ac i Ii tate
assimilation of the information" (Carr, Dewitz, &
Patberg, 1983, p. 6), (b) a modified cloze procedure to
get students to integrate background and text
information, and (c) the application of a
self-monitoring check I ist to encourage transfer.
The results of the posttest showed that there were
sisnificant differences among groups.

The adjusted

mean was highest for the structured overview-cloze
group, next highest for the cloze group and lowest for
the control group.

The results of the transfer test

were the same except the means for the cloze group were
higher than the structured overview-cloze group.

The

results of the delcyed transfer test were the same as
the results of the posttest.
The interaction of ab i I I ty and treatment was a I so
studied.

On the posttest and the delayed test, the

performance of the below average readers reached the
I eve I of the above average readers on imp Ii c It
questions.

These were the readers who had the most to

learn about Inferential comprehension.
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This study shows that children can be trained to
increase their inferential comprehension and can apply
this training to comprehend new materfal.

The study

also showed that this type of training seems to have
the most benefit for below average readers.
To clarify some issues from their 1983 study,
Dewitz, Carr, and Patberg (1987) did another study in
order to clarify which treatments best improved
inferential comprehension and what teaching procedures
led to the transfer of these techniques.
The subjects were 101 fifth graders at a suburban
elementary school.

The students were assigned to four

treatment groups of equal reading ability--cloze
procedure group, a structured overview group, a cloze
procedure/structured overview group, and a control
group.
Passages used for the study were from the pup i I's
social studies text.

The tests in the study included a

metatcognitive pretest, a comprehension pretest, three
background knowledge tests, three comprehension
posttests, an immediate transfer test, two delayed
transfer tests, and a metacognitlve posttest.
Students in the structured overview group were
given an overview that gave a total hierarchical view
of the unit.

It was presented by the teacher and
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discussed every day.

Students in the cloze treatment

group were taught the use of a modified cloze
procedure.

The training went from single sentences to

paragraphs and from teacher-directed to individual
work.

The students in the structured overview/clcze

treatment were presented a structured overview, used
the modified cloze procedure, and appl led the
self-monitoring check I 1st.

The control group used the

same passages but used no additional strategies.
Like the ear Ii er studies, the resu I ts showed that
children can be trained to increase their inferential
comprehens f on and can app I y ski 11 s to comprehending
unfamilar materials.

In this study, the cloze

treatment yielded supericr results whether taught alone
or in combination with the structured overview.
Uni ike the earlier study in which the
below-average readers benefited most from the combined
treatment, a 11 the ab i I ity groups benefited from the
combined treatment in this study.

In addition, the

second study revealed that the use of the structured
overview alone had I ittle effect on students'
or inferential cor.1prehension.

I iteral

"The study reveals that

comprehension ski 11 s can be taught, transferred to
unfami I iar text, and appl led by the students sometime
after instruction ceases.

The success of the training
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appears to have been the result of a wel 1-mocleled
strategy that comes eventually under the control of the
reader.

When instruction extends over several weeks

and emphasizes the students' self-monitoring of the
strategy, the effects are durable and the students seem
to understand the process necessary to ensure correct
answers to comprehension questions" (Dewitz, Carr, &
Patberg, 1987, p. 118).
In brief, teaching students a strategy to organfze
thefr comprehension was effectfve.

The use of a

structured overview in combination with the use of
cloze or the use of cloze alone improved non I fteral
comprehension.
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CHAPTER I I I
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The pupose of this review

was to determine how

researchers have defined non Ii tera I comprehension and
how various treatments affected students' non I iteral
comprehension.

It was found that no matter how

non I iteral was defined, al I authorities bel feved that
connecting parts of c passage and using background
know I edge were needed to comprehend beyond the I itera I
level.

Most researchers either used the term

inference, even though it was not always considered
synonymous with non I itera I, or the terms textua 11 y
imp I icit and scriptal ly imp I icit.
It was found that direct instruction can be
effective in improving non I iteral comprehension.
Strategies that hel~ed students make predictions and
relate background knowledge were found effective.
Asking students nonliteral questions while reading
helped.

The use of c structured overvfGw in

combination with the use of cloze passage or the use of
cloze alone frr.proved non I fteral comprehension.

In many

of the treatments, the instruction was most effective
wfth the below average readers.

An important part of

many studies was the tEacher mode I l ng the procedure, or
strategy.

It seems that students can be trafned in
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non Ii tera I comprehension and that this training can be
transferred to a new situation.
The studies reviewed here

investigated different

teaching procedures or different conditions to have
present

in order to develop non I iteral

comprehensfon.

A different but related aspect deserving research

is

the proportion of ti me spent on non Ii tera I
comprehension versus
developing non I iteral

Ii tera I comprehension
comprehension.

This

because non Ii tera I comprehension might be
with

I iteral

comprehension.

get some facts,
facts.

form

in
is

important

interactive

The process might be to

inference,

then get some more

A study could be done to find the most

effective mix of

I iteral

and non I iteral

deve I oping non I i tera I comprehension.

questions

in
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